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Abstract.  During Summer 2011, the second stage of intensive archaeological fieldwork at Menka, the 
village of the Breadfruit Goddess, was completed.  Results included detailed maps of three 
architectural complexes within the village, collection of scientific samples from the painted cave, 
identification of additional stone statues and carved images, documentation of stone money, and 
tentative connections to regional coastal villages through stylistic similarities in statuary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Purpose. The second stage in the systematic archaeological documentation of the Menka settlement, 
home of Sinlaku the Breadfruit Goddess, was directed toward production of a useable map that would 
serve as a base map of subsequent archaeological work.  Menka is considered the center of the old 
religion, described as ‘the invisible empire that is always with us,’ and dedicated to the most powerful 
deity at the head of Kosrae’s pantheon of natural and supreme deities for nearly the entirety of 
Kosrae’s prehistory.  The village is one of the most significant places on the island, and is 
acknowledged in oral histories as the primary force in molding Kosrae’s traditional cultural system and 
the cultural systems in eastern Micronesia.   
 
This project represents Phase II of the initial archaeological work in Menke.  Prior to our work, the 
village has never been systematically explored, surveyed, mapped, or even excavated.  
 
 
The Crew.  Consisting of all local men, the crew included men with whom I have worked for more 
than a decade, new members in the historic office, and members of the Menka Family Trust.  
Core Crew Members:  Hamlet Jim (field supervisor), Houver Alik, Joseph Jonithin, Ronnie George 
Kosrae Office of History and Culture Preservation: Swenson Thomson, Henry Palsis  
Menke Family Trust: Salik Tadau, Sru Waguk, Dennis Waguk, Jones Tulensru, Verlington Tilfas, 
Mackey MacKenzie, Eddy Waguk, Kurt Edmund, Sam Clanry 
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Areas Mapped.  Three areas were selected and mapped in detail within the village. 

1. Lower Temple Complex—consisting of unusual compounds, including a 3-room compound 
adjoining an isolated plaza/sanctuary with elongated red-stone portals.  A number of small 
figures with feature details augmented by unfired clay.  

2. Upper Temple Complex—complete with large statues in forms described in oral history as 
symbols of the several clans on the island. 

3. Residential Complex—includes intact platforms within associated compounds. 
 
Each of these areas was selected for detailed documentation through mapping as they form the core 
focus of the site, and ultimately future test excavations.  As a nod toward the oral histories, the two 
temple complexes in particular reinforce the stories that Menka was the focal point for religious rites 
throughout the history of occupation on the island.  Additional information gathered during the 2011 
field season refer to the old name for Menka as “Monika”, which alternately means “the place that is 
just right for Kosrae”, “the goddess and her place are central to the culture of Kosrae”, “the right place 
for the people”.  Many of the references in the oral history fragments reference the great power of 
Menka as well: only the men/women who can control all kinds of magic would visit the site.  These 
were the shamans and medicine people, the healers who are accustomed to the rigors of medicine and 
magic, who attended the ceremonies conducted on-site. 
 
The third site selected for mapping included intact stone platforms, and indications of use (perhaps for 
refuge) during the war-time era.  The platforms appeared to be reconstructed and part of a deliberate 
renovation.  A Christian cross appears engraved on a large stone medallion within the same compound 
room as a reconstructed platform.  On top of this same platform there was a piece of slate, commonly 
used for school work or lessons.  This compound was illustrative of the dynamic re-use of 
archaeological sites, particularly sites that are more easily accessible from the modern coastal village 
of Utwe. 
 
Methods.  Prior to mapping, each of the three areas were cleared sufficiently to accommodate line-of-
sight for the mapping instruments.  All clearing debris was to be piled outside site features.  In one 
instance, clearing efforts were excessive with larger trees felled across a portion of the lower temple’s 
associated entry or plaza area.  Mapping work in this area remains partial as the tree and clearing 
debris covered a portion of the surface features.   
 
After clearing, all features were staked and flagged in preparation for the mapping work.  A datum 
point, or mapping station, was established at each feature from which most, if not all, details of the 
feature could be reached with a 20- or 30-meter tape.  Every twist, turn, corner, and interior and 
exterior details of the feature were demarcated with stakes that were numbered as mapping progressed.  
A Brunton pocket transit with a 360-degree scale was used, along with 20- and 30-meter tapes.  
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Detailed mapping notes were maintained, along with descriptions of each mapping point.  The style of 
mapping notes used was similar to a surveyor’s technique, where numerical information and associated 
descriptions are recorded sequentially in a notebook; these are then translated into an illustration using 
protractors, scales and grid paper.  This type of notational system presents an alternative to standard 
archaeological mapping techniques where maps are sketched in the field, with compass angles and 
measurements recorded on the face of the map and at each turn in an alignment.  A rough map of each 
feature was drafted from the field notes prior to the conclusion of fieldwork, in order to check for any 
points that needed to be remapped in the event there were errors in angle, distance and description.   
 
A tarpaulin was placed over the instrument and note-taker in order to keep the two dry during the 
frequent, near-daily downpours.  Unfortunately, the clearing crew and layout crew had to work in the 
rain.  No collections were made from the site. 
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Context for Menka.  What follows is a brief description of the Cultural and Natural context in which 
the site of Menka occurs.  More thorough descriptions of both the Cultural and Natural contexts can be 
found in the Menka I field report (Beardsley 2012). 
  
Cultural Context. From a cultural perspective, Menka is considered the core of Kosrae’s traditional 
culture, the center of the old religion, and the source of Kosrae’s identity.  It is one of the most 
significant places on the island, acknowledged in oral histories as the primary force in molding 
Kosrae’s traditional cultural system and the cultural systems in eastern Micronesia.  The traditional 
village of Menka was dedicated to Sinlaku, the breadfruit goddess, the prophet goddess, and the storm 
goddess, who sat at the head of the traditional culture’s pantheon of natural and supreme deities.  As 
the prophet spirit, she could give people the knowledge of medicine and magic through trances or 
dreams (Segal 1989), as the breadfruit goddess, she controlled the ripening of breadfruit, and as the 
storm goddess she could influence the forces of nature (Sarfert 1919).  She could conger typhoons, 
famines, droughts, and when a specific type of punishment was needed, introduce disease (thought to 
be influenza).  She alone held the power of life and death over humans (Sarfert 1919).  She is credited 
with at least three typhoons that ‘destroyed the island,’ causing famines and great hardships; during 
one, paka los, a giant wave engulfed Kosrae and destroyed everything (Sarfert 1919).  Yet, she was 
also generous and provided for her people, according to Sarfert (1919).  The power of Sinlaku was so 
strong that Reverend Snow, a Congregationalist missionary, found himself competing against her in 
his mission to Christianize the island (Buck 2005).  According to local histories, Sinlaku, upon seeing 
the future of her people and the dawning of a new religion, left Kosrae forever and fled to Yap. 
 
When the first waves of settlers arrived, they brought with them the ‘purposeful introductions’ or 
material items necessary for their survival, as well as those intangible elements of ancestral traditions 
that were probably even more important to survival:  narratives and other creative acts passed down 
through the generations, intended to teach as well as entertain, to instill a sense of historical continuity, 
and to perpetuate a common social- and political identity and heritage in the listeners and observers.  
These vestiges of the ancestors assured their psychological well-being, maintained strong ties to the 
past, and included a pantheon of local gods, ancestral spirits and deities that reigned supreme over 
some realm or other of nature.  The local gods were credited with providing guidance for nearly every 
aspect of daily life and annual ritual, from house construction and canoe building to the harvesting of 
breadfruit to the routines of weaving and gardening.  Many of the deities made their home on Yap, 
including Sinlaku, the most powerful of all.  
 
When she still favored the island, Menka was her place of worship.  The village rests at the foot of Mt. 
Finkol, which in the oral histories plays a significant role—Finkol is the head of a snake monster that 
gave birth to the island and formed the mangrove channel surrounding it.  In the legends, Fin, the 
highest point or place, and Kol, gold or shiny, referred to the image of the mountain when viewed from 
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Leluh: under a full moon, at certain times of the year, the snake monster would be called to the surface; 
proof of its presence was the transformation of the top of Mt. Finkol into a pair of glowing eyes 
(Sarfert 1920).  
 
Menka was also tapu, or off-limits, to all but a select few primarily members of the priestly societies 
that ministered to the goddess and served as intermediary between the people of Kosrae and the 
goddess Sarfert (1919).  It was considered a place where only the most powerful (usually the priests, 
healers, sorcerers, and/or magicians) would meet at specific times in the year as part of a celebratory 
cycle, or for special events such as the ascension of a new paramount chief (Cordy 1993).  On these 
occasions, the house/place of Menka would be repaired and rebuilt, a new house for the goddess would 
be raised, rites required by the goddess would be administered, feasts would be prepared, her followers 
would be instructed in stick fighting, offerings would be provided, and rituals would take place.  The 
goddess would deliver her messages to the people of Kosrae through her representatives, her 
intermediaries who were also responsible for the timing and performance of the various rituals and 
ceremonies dedicated to her, including rites related to the breadfruit harvest.   
 
Information, histories and oral histories about Sinlaku are scarce.  What little can be ascertained is 
sketchy at best.  The following is from Sarfert (1919) and describes the only ceremony dedicated to the 
goddess and actively performed by the time he arrived on-island: 
 

The various varieties of breadfruit do not yield a uniformly abundant harvest year 
after year.  They are supposed to bear very heavily every three years.  When this large 
harvest was imminent, Sinlaka came, as the natives put it. According to the story of 
an old man in Uia, the following arrangements were made in Uia.  The priests built a 
new house and in it prepared a tanes (breadfruit picker).  Then they went to a 
breadfruit tree and seated themselves underneath it, while one of the priests climbed 
the tree and pulled off breadfruit, that is, only for the various titular chiefs in Lolo; as 
he did so, with each fruit he loudly cried, “For the king!  For Kanko!” etc.  They took 
the fruit into the goddess’ house and prepared furo out of it.  Only then could the 
population of Uia, Sialat, Matante, and Tafonsak, the districts on the northern coast 
of Ualang, also harvest breadfruit and prepare furo.  It took about fourteen days 
before this was ready.  During this period, the priests stayed in the house of the 
goddess and drank kava morning and evening, during which the chief priest Kaijen 
recited a prayer.  The people of the aforementioned districts had to bring a portion of 
the prepared furo to the priests, who then staged a big feast.  For this, the priests’ 
wives went fishing out on the reef with masa nets; they went to a certain large rock, 
which they moved.  Beforehand the priest Losa had placed four sugarcane leaves, 
which had been crushed in his hand, underneath this rock to serve as fish food.  This 
fishing expedition was a formality.  Without catching any fish, the women went home 
and ate the feast consisting of furo. 
 

Today, obligations of the traditional priestly societies dedicated to Sinlaku remain virtually unknown.  
Her last known servants were a couple of ladies who were still living and making predictions through 
World War II; they were considered always right.  Both ladies died more than 20 years ago, leaving 
behind no records of their duties, responsibilities, or actions with respect to the goddess. 
 
What little is known about the physical place of Menka comes from local landowners and occasional 
pig and pigeon hunters who pass through the area.  Menka village is described as having more than a 
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hundred houses within its boundaries, far more than any other traditional village on the island, with 
perhaps a thousand people occupying the village during times of celebration.  Even the location of 
Menka, in the ‘center of the island’, is considered highly unusual, but at the same time highly practical.  
From this point, the goddess and her servants could cross the island from one side to the other 
following a hidden network of stone paths.  Somewhere deep within the jungled recesses of the village, 
there is also supposed to be a temple and a secret meeting place where Sinlaku’s mortal representatives 
met and carried out the necessary rituals in her name. 
 
Other stories refer to a standing stone of some spiritual significance somewhere within the village, as 
well as a line of standing stones that led to the goddess’s temple within the confines of a cave where 
Sinlaku’s agents would convene with the goddess.  At one point, a hunter passing through the area 
some 15 or 20 years ago relates that the goddess revealed her compound (bigger than any others 
around) and throne (now possibly collapsed, but visible to the lone coconut in the drainage basin) to 
him, as if he had awakened from a dream; he never found them again, stating that the goddess has 
chosen to conceal these features from him and all others who enter the area. 
 
Within the archaeology on Kosrae, Menka’s interior location is unusual.  But, this has proved 
beneficial in that its isolation has protected it from infrastructure and development projects.  Its place 
in oral history has also protected it from local curiousity, as it continues to retain an aura of tapu where 
powerful ancestral ghosts still roam. 
 
The Environment.  Within the Menke drainage, the environment is a typical tropical jungle with a thick 
secondary growth of vegetation.  The river valley is located on the southern side of the island, in Utwe 
Municipality. Menke River bisects the drainage basin, and extends from the lagoon to the island 
interior, crossing several different ecozones.  The river, its principal tributary and the small seasonal 
streams that drain into both originate in the mountainous interior of the island, at the base of Mt. 
Finkol.  Their flows vary seasonally, ranging from shallow meandering flows to raging torrents.  
During periods of heavy rain, Menke River would become a raging torrent, presenting precarious 
conditions during river crossings.  However, conditions quickly changed with the onset of extended 
dry periods; river flow would drop and the current would slow. 
 
The Menke River drainage extends from a flat and broad, well-watered plain that gradually transitions 
into a steep and narrowed V-shaped valley structure at the river headwaters.  One permanent tributary 
and several intermittent seasonal streams feed the Menke River drainage, while also creating narrow 
stream flats that often show evidence of high water flows, flooding and bank erosion.  Steep sided 
valley walls rise out of both the permanent and seasonal drainages, and contain a number of mid-slope 
benches and hanging valleys, and ultimately terminate in narrow interfluvial ridgelines.  Vegetation in 
the drainage basin is best characterized as a dense jungle growth, where ferns, vines and other ground 
cover obscure most of the surface.  The interior soils are generally a silty clay loam derived from basic 
igneous rock (mainly basalt, andesite, and trachyte lava flows and dikes) and exhibiting variable 
densities of gravel and larger stony deposits.  Soil in the bottom lands, adjacent to Menke River and its 
principal tributary, tend to be very deep and somewhat poorly drained, and are formed in alluvium.  
Upland soils range from very shallow to very deep and are well-drained and formed in residuum and 
colluvium.  Specific soil units identified throughout the drainage basin include Nansepsep, Fomseng, 
Oatuu-Fomseng Complex, and Tolonier (USDA 1983).  
 
The climate within the basin, as well as across the rest of Kosrae, is characterized by high rainfall, high 
temperatures and high humidity.  Rainfall averages hover around 500 cm in the footslopes, with higher 
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elevations receiving an estimated 750 cm annually (Cordy 1993).  Elevation plays a major role in 
influencing rainfall amounts and temperatures, so that higher altitudes display a greater variation 
between daytime and nighttime temperatures.  There are no records for either rainfall or temperature 
variation in Menke.  The official reported average annual temperatures for Kosrae are calculated from 
readings taken at low elevation weather stations placed throughout the modern, inhabited areas of the 
island.  From these records, the average annual temperature for Kosrae is about 27° C (81° F) and 
varies roughly one degree from one month to the next. 
 
Kosrae is also within the intertropical convergence zone, where the dominant weather patterns in the 
northern and southern hemisphere meet.  This influences the character of the semi-annual seasonal 
cycle in rainfall, with drier periods from June to July and November to January, and wetter patterns in 
February to April and August to October (Carolin et al. 2013).  Off-shore winds are more noticeable 
during the periods of transition (the drier months), and although rainfall tends to decrease in these 
months there are still significant accumulations.  In July when the winds gradually shift they also affect 
the ocean currents.  To the locals, July is known as the ‘fishless’ month (personal communication, 
fishermen in Walung, July 2001), when neither the weather nor fish patterns can be predicted. 
 
Both pigs and pigeons are hunted throughout the Menke drainage.  There is a wide range of 
domesticated and endemic vegetation throughout the drainage basin, including taro.  There were also a 
variety of medicinal plants as well as plants used for ornaments and firewood.  One lone coconut palm 
towers of the drainage basin, overlooking the confluence of Menke River and its principal tributary.  
Pigeons, fruit doves, fruit bats, pigs, and insects were noted.  Freshwater eels were occasionally 
observed in the rivers, as well as freshwater fish and shellfish.  In short, the environment throughout 
the Menke River valley is rich and diverse in biotic resources.  
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Unique Features and Findings. 
I.  Lower Temple Complex 

1. Inuts, or house gods, built into temple walls. First indication inut figures exist and are not 
simply a myth. 

2. Statues within Complex are painted, new finding. 
3. Statues tend, on average, to be less than 1 meter tall. 
4. Canoe landing at Temple Complex, new finding. 
5. Clan symbols are distributed throughout Complex. 
6. A complete piece of Stone Money (variation on Yapese style) identified, a new finding and 

artifact for island and region.  First tangible connection to Yap, verifies oral history. 
7. A large face is carved out of bedrock and is directly associated with the Complex. The face is 

even larger than the carved boulder associated with the Upper Temple Complex; it is on the 
riverbank and includes a stone platform adjacent to it and the river.  Paint is identified on the 
surface of carving. 

 
This temple complex is centrally located within the river basin, at the confluence of Menka River and 
its principal tributary.  It consists of three compounds, including a large temple compound with an altar 
built into the platform.  One of the compounds has three rooms and two platforms, which is highly 
unusual in the archaeological record for the island.  This compound is also attached to an open area 
that appears to be a sanctuary because it is isolated and entered only from the three-room compound, 
where entry requires passage across a red fragment of columnar basalt.  The red stone is significant; as 
mentioned in the oral histories, red is identified with cleansing or neutralizing powerful negative 
spiritual energy (Sarfert 1920).  In the Pacific, red is the color that aids in neutralizing or equalizing 
spiritual power; in effect, cleansing a person as s/he crosses the stone and enters into sacred space.  
Also associated with this complex is a canoe landing located at the river confluence.  Several large 
open paved areas are adjacent to the temple complex. 
 
Throughout the temple complex a number of small carved figures can be seen.  The majority represent 
animistic figures.  Some are free-standing, others flank the compound entryways, and still others are 
embedded into the stone facades of the walls and platforms within the architectural compounds—these 
latter are called inuts, or house gods, that are traditionally located in unseen places and are considered 
guardian figures that act as watchdogs and place curses on trespassers (Sarfert 1919).  All figures 
identified throughout the lower temple complex are less than 1 meter in height, and many display signs 
of painting with red and white pigments.  Quite a few of the figures have a composite structure with 
the addition of an unfired clay appliqué for their finer surface detail.  The only other place red clay has 
been seen as a fixture in defining surface details on a stone figure is in Finol Tokosra, in the Tofol 
drainage (Beardsley 2007, 2008).  Like the statues in the upper temple complex (discussed below), 
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these statues represent clan symbols, and other animistic as well as anthropomorphic forms that have 
received mention in the oral histories. 
 
Every entrance from the rivers and into this temple complex support boulder-sized stone statues, as if 
set in place as the “guards” or “watchdogs” of sorts.  Just outside and downriver from this complex 
there rests a large, extremely large, colossal stone face carved into a breccia outcrop in the riverbank.  
This face appears to be directly associated with the temple complex as it is located in a place where 
individuals must pass it before entering the temple grounds.  The breccia face is 3 m in breadth and 
over 2 m tall. 
 
Architecturally, the lower temple complex contains two unique variations on the standard two-room 
compound structure.  The actual temple/altar compound is a single-room structure with a multi-tiered 
platform with an altar built into the platform.  The second variant is a three-room compound with two 
multi-tiered platforms, each occupying a single room.  The final compound of this complex is a typical 
two-room compound structure; it is also the smallest of the three compounds.  All compounds are 
linked by stone pathways and intervening pavements. 
 
The two-room compound has with an entry in the southeast corner of the common room, reached by 
way of a stairway from a downslope pathway that links this compound with the altar compound to the 
west.  A second entry connects the common room and platform room; it is paved with smoothed 
boulders, with small carved statues resting within the passage.  The platform here is a single-tiered 
structure.  Large trees occupy this structure, distorting the outer wall of the common room, and making 
it difficult to identify the overall outline of the structure. 
 
The three-room compound with the two multi-level platforms is entered through the common room by 
way of a four-stair passage from the stone path connecting the altar compound.  Much of the common 
room has been damaged by pigs, which have uprooted the pavement and destroyed any defining walls 
in the northeastern quadrant of this room.  Another entry passes through the dividing wall between the 
common room and the first platform room.  The dividing wall between the two platform rooms also 
contains an entry.  This second platform room (the third room of the compound) also has entry in its 
southeastern corner reached by a staired passage from the river side of the compound, as well as a third 
entry in its northwestern corner; the third entry leads to a statue area and the 
sanctuary/kitchen/workshop area.  All entries are flanked by larger boulders and have a red stone sill or 
pavement at the entries between rooms. This entire compound was covered in vegetation, with wall 
collapse covering many of the entry passages. 
 
Finally, the altar compound, the single-room compound, retains a multilevel platform with an altar 
built into the eastern face of the platform.  The altar is inset into the platform, with a step of a 
smoothed flat boulder and a ledge or table-like structure at roughly waist height and defined by a 
single columnar basalt fragment on each side.  To the north of the altar, in the northeastern quadrant of 
the platform, there is a large depression flanked by standing stones.  The depression is too large for a 
posthole, and has been interpreted as the foundation for a wooden pillar or possible statue.  The 
platform is placed on a raised pavement of basalt cobbles and boulders with Yapese corners of 
extended columnar basalt fragments angled outward like the prow of a boat.  Two entryways are 
located in the northern wall of the compound; one is connected to the raised pavement by a paved 
walkway.  Each entry is flanked by larger boulders and carved stone statues, each less than 1 m tall.  A 
large banyon occupies much of the unpaved portion of the compound interior, and has grown into the 
platform itself, raising the prospect that the structure could collapse should there be an attempt to 
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remove the banyon.  The line of sight to Mt. Finkol is blocked by vegetation and the ridgeline that 
divides Menka River from its tributary. 
 
Construction methods for the compounds in this complex mimic those found across the island.  
However, here, basalt boulders are more precisely fitted together, although the builders still used 
interstitial fills of cobbles and pebbles.  Columnar basalt was recruited for use in designing the Yapese 
corners of the raised platform in the altar compound.  Rooms are large, platforms have multiple tiers 
and generally covered a large area, and smaller stone figures/inuts were built into the defining 
compound walls and platforms.  The platforms take on the form of truncated semi-pyramidal stepped 
structures that are located within rectangular, generally double-room compounds defined by rubble-
filled stone retaining walls.  Each of the platforms have a rubble core and remnants of postholes. 
 
A painted cave is upriver from the lower temple complex, but there is no indication that it is directly 
associated with the lower temple.  The cave rests on the opposite side of the river valley, roughly in-
line with the upper temple and Mt. Finkol. The rockshelter with a painted ceiling is upriver from this 
complex, in the headwaters of the Menka tributary. 
 
An additional feature within one of the residential complexes downriver from the temple complex was 
identified as a piece of stone money, carved from basalt.  This represents the second torus shaped stone 
carving on the island; the first was identified in 2006 in Finol Tokosra, in the Tofol drainage 
(Beardsley 2007).  Identification as stone money is tentative, although it reflects a connection to Yap 
that is detailed in oral histories. 
 
II.  Upper Temple Complex 

1. ‘Boulder field’ identified in Summer 2010 is in fact a field of very large stone statues, each 
representing a different clan symbol. 

2. Statues, on average, tend to be greater than 1 meter tall. 
3. Mt. Finkol was clearly visible from this site, and once dominated its skyline.   
4. The giant carved head identified during 2010 is located just upslope from the Complex, is in 

direct association with the Complex, and has a face carved on two sides (upslope and 
downslope sides).  

5. Additional identification of clan symbols and names associated with the statues, including the 
box fish, or “ot wot”, previously considered a mythic creature. 

6. Several manta ray statues have been identified in and around this Complex.  This appears to 
represent a link to the manta ray dominated sites identified in the Tofol area during our 
archaeological work in 2004-2006. 

 
The upper temple complex is located upriver from the lower temple complex and is deep within the 
headwaters of Menka River.  It is a smaller architectural compound, with a range of large stone statues 
placed throughout the complex and the very formal colonnaded entry from the river into the complex.  
This complex is very theatrical in its setting with Mt. Finkol dominating the skyline; Mt. Finkol plays a 
significant role in the creation stories of Kosrae.  Virtually all the stone statues within the site complex 
are over 1 meter long/tall and appear to represent key clan symbols.  The style of carving visible on the 
stone statues through this complex, as well as the high number of manta ray statues, is reminiscent of 
the style and array of statues in Finol Tokosra (Beardsley 2007, 2008).  A large flat-topped boulder 
behind a single two-room compound at the complex appears to be an altar stone; it too is oriented to 
Mt. Finkol.   
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The more attention we paid in the mapping of this complex brought out more oral histories about the 
various types of creatures represented by the statuary.  Among the identifications made include box 
fish, manta rays, crabs, clams, and other marine animals that are either very poisonous, aggressive, or 
revered. 
 
The upper temple complex contains a single two-room compound 11 by 7 m in size, surrounded by 
clusters of large (> 1 m tall/long) statues and is in a direct line of sight to Mt. Finkol.  Just beyond the 
compound is the large altar boulder with a flattened top and series of raised relief engravings on all 
sides; it rests on the edge of a ravine, faces Mt. Finkol, and is flanked by meter-long columnar 
uprights.  Upslope from the compound and altar there is a cluster of statues carved from basalt and 
representing animistic forms, including several different kinds of fish, a clam, manta rays, and turtles.  
These have been interpreted as symbols of clans and other figures associated with oral histories from 
the island.  A paved pathway with shallow, broad steps and flanked by a colonnade of standing stones 
leads directly from the river to the compound, the altar and the statue cluster.  At the end of the 
pathway (on the west side of the compound), there is a meter-long statue of a box-fish, ot wot in 
Kosraean, a clan symbol.  At least two freestanding, carved megalithic stone heads stand at two 
principal entry points to this temple complex—one from a residential area further upslope and a second 
at the immediate entry into the site.   Each head is over 1.5 m tall, and nearly as wide, carved with 
anthropocentric features that include a topknot, a symbolic feature identified with men of status.  The 
upslope head has two faces carved into it—one on the upslope side, the second on the downslope side. 
 
Architecturally this complex is comparable to the early sites on the island, particularly the size and 
construction style of the two-room compound.  The architecture makes use of smaller basalt boulders, 
roughly fitted together with interstitial fill of cobbles and pebbles.  The common room has two entries, 
one each in the east and west walls of the room.  The western entry is blocked and distorted by a large 
tree growing into the wall.  The platform appears to be a single-tiered structure, but trees growing 
within it are obscuring any structural details. This temple complex has all the earmarks of an early site 
in terms of compound size and construction, the use of larger (> 1 m) statues carved into identifiable 
forms (likely clan symbols), and a clear association with oral histories (colonnaded pathway, direct 
line-of-sight to Mt. Finkol) similar in many ways as other archaeological sites referenced in oral 
histories, such as Likinlulem (Bath et al. 1983).  The upper temple is compact in its arrangement, 
compared to the lower temple, which creates a high degree of privacy with little room for publically 
observed performance-related rites.   
 
The small tributary running adjacent to the temple complex contains a number of bathing pools, each 
built into the streambed.  Pathways leading to each of the pools were identified during the mapping 
work. 
 
A Discussion of Temple Architecture Discussion 
Each temple complex in Menka shares similar features and uses comparable construction methods that 
consist primarily of mortarless, roughly fitted to semi-fitted techniques applied to randomly stacked 
unshaped basaltic boulders to columnar basalt fragments placed in a header-stretcher pattern.  
Interstitial fills of cobbles and pebbles were also employed, which helps to stablize the wall courses.  
Each complex retains platforms designed as truncated semi-pyramidal stepped structures set within 
rectangular, generally double-room compounds defined by rubble-filled stone retaining walls.  The 
platforms have a rubble core and remnants of postholes are visible, suggesting they supported wooden 
pole and thatch structures.  The lack of defensive walls surrounding the temple complexes was notable.  
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What differs between the two temples is their arrangement and placement in the landscape, and their 
relative sizes. 
 
The lower temple complex is larger, more expansive, more elaborate and refined in terms of its 
architecture than the upper temple.  It also seems to lack the direct association with oral history details 
that appear in the upper temple.  The presence of expansive open, paved swaths of adjoining ground, 
more complicated architecture (Yapese corners, multi-tiered platforms, red stone sills), smaller statues 
(< 1m) but more complex with composite structures that make use of unfired clay for finer surface 
details, and a canoe landing suggest a more sophisticated and complicated construction plan with a 
greater level of theatricality and public presentation. Symbolically, this seems to represent a shift in 
engagement with a spatial arrangement that accommodates greater numbers of spectators and 
participants.  The compounds, too, are larger and exhibit a style of construction comparable to 
somewhat later archaeological sites, including the site of Leluh.   
 
 
Compound Room and Platform Size at Menka Temple Complexes 
Compound Exterior Room 1 Platform Room Platform 

 L W A L W A L W A L W A 
Upper 11.0 7.0 77.0 2.8 4.0 11.2 4.6 4.0 18.4 3.0 2.6 7.8 
             
Lower, altar 23.9 17.7 423.03 -- -- -- 18.4 12.9 237.36 11.6 10.5 121.8 
Lower, 2-
room 

16.5 9.7 160.05 5.3 7.2 38.16 7.5 6.7 50.25 4.5 3.7 16.65 

Lower, 3-
room 

38.0 18.3 695.4 4.3 14.2 61.06 14.3 13.4 191.62 12.8 8.6 110.08 

       8.8 14.2 124.96 7.2 6.3 45.36 
-Average Areas-            
Upper   77.0   11.2   18.4   7.8 
Lower, all   426.16   49.61   152.04   73.47 

(L)ength and (W)idth measured in meters; (A)rea is in square meters. 
 
 
By contrast, the upper temple is smaller in scale than the lower temple.  Its setting, while theatrical in 
nature with its colonnaded promenade, an altar with a direct line-of-sight to Mt. Finkol, and large (> 
1m) stone statues, is also more isolated, discrete, private, even clandestine, taking on the air of a 
sanctuary.  Both its setting and key features have more direct association with the oral histories that 
seem to be are discarded in the execution and engineering of the lower temple.  The upper temple lacks 
expansive open areas; it has no canoe landing; it has only a single compound; and its architectural 
design and construction are reminiscent of the early sites on the island, such as Likinlulem.   In short, 
the site of Menka contains a unique study of architectural history on the island, as well as insights into 
the organization and site-plans of a temple complex.  From an overall perspective, Menka exhibits a 
range of architectural styles that bridge the gap between early and later archaeological sites, from 
Likinlulem to Leluh, in the form of the upper to the lower temple complexes respectively.   
 
In general both temple complexes exhibit the architectural plans, material sources, and construction 
styles that are fundamental across the island’s archaeological sites, whether monumental and not-so-
monumental.  Virtually all archaeological structural features make use of stone raised in multiple 
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courses and trimmed or fashioned to accommodate the wide array of local styles and variations, from 
raised platforms to double-walled structures with rubble cores to more complex arrangements of 
retaining walls, simple platforms and truncated stepped pyramidal structures with internal 
compartments.  The stone is often mined locally, transported to the sites either by land or over water, 
and fitted either roughly or with great precision.  Altogether, the archaeological and architectural 
ensembles visible across the island more or less include:  

- mortarless double retaining walls of multiple courses and a packed rubble core;  
- paved two-room compounds with a stone platform in one room;  
- a network of stone pathways connecting villages and occupation sites;  
- canoe landings with external housing (paved areas defined by low retaining walls) near the 
docks;  
- nearby taro gardens where today relict varieties of taro only referred to in oral histories are 
found growing;  
- cultural alterations and channelization to river courses confirming their use as throughways 
across the landscape;  
- artifact types that include such items as unfired or low fired clay figurines, coral fishhooks (on 
the coast), stone statuary, and clan symbols;  
- a shift in dietary practices visible in shellfish remains; and,  
- a settlement pattern indicative of a highly dense, populated environment. 

 
While the temple structures at the core of Menka may be the antithesis of monumental, they 
respectively display the architecture associated with the spectrum of early and later more developed 
residential sites on the island.  Were it not for their association with other unique features—statue 
fields, colonnaded paths, and deliberate orientation to sacred peak of Mt. Finkol—one would dismiss 
the Menka temples as just another residential site on the island, though one that had a sufficiently long 
occupation to reflect the full array of architectural patterning visible in the other archaeological sites 
around the island. 
 
Nowhere in the archaeological investigations on the island, or in eastern Micronesia, has the subject of 
architecture specifically related to temples or temple structures been discussed. Menka is the first such 
site, whether on the island or for that matter in the region, that is specifically associated with a temple 
and functions attached to a temple.  Most discussions focus on the monumental sites of Leluh, or its 
twin city on Pohnpei, Nan Madol.  In the remainder of the Pacific, many of the discussions on temple 
architecture focus on Polynesia, especially the heiau of Hawaii, the ahu of Easter Island, marae of the 
Society Islands, and me’ae in Marquesan islands (e.g., Bickler 2006, Kolb 1992, Millerstrom 2006, 
Rainbird 2004).  In each instance, the generalized temple architecture consists of raised stone platforms 
upon which stood backrests or statues of deified ancestors, and often associated with a larger open area 
or plaza demarcated with a low stone or earthen wall.  Whereas, in the southwestern Pacific, standing 
stones, sometimes carved and sometimes not, or sites with a more complex arrangement of wall 
foundations outlining a discrete area may have served to mark a place of ritual, religious or ceremonial 
rite (e.g., Bickler 2006, Byrne 2005).  In western Micronesia, discussions continue to focus on the 
monumental architecture associated with meeting platforms, dance platforms, terraced hillsides, and 
sequences of columnar stones with capstones (Morgan 1988), but without reference to temple sites or 
temple architecture. 
 
III.  Residential Complex 

1. Intact stone platform, highly unusual in archaeological record. 
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2. Christian symbol of a cross carved into large stone medallion in wall, suggesting war-time 
refuge occupation, verifying oral history. 

3. Intricate canal system attached to main compound in complex. 
 
This complex is unusual in the archaeological record of Menka in that its stone platforms were intact, 
and not collapsed.  The material culture identified throughout the complex suggested it had been 
occupied during a more recent era, possibly during the Japanese occupation of the island.  The 
platform appears to have been reconstructed, or rebuilt, as it was not collapsed like so many other 
platforms in archaeological sites around the island.  At least two large stone medallions were 
embedded in the wall defining the platform room; this was unusual in that nothing like this 
configuration has been identified anywhere else on the island.  The larger of the two medallions 
included a faded, highly weathered engraving of a cross.  As if to reinforce a possible Christian 
orientation to the more recent inhabitants of this complex, just outside the retaining walls there was an 
engraved cross on a standing boulder.  In addition to the cross feature, a fragment of slate was 
identified on the surface of the platform—slate within this region of the Pacific was frequently used for 
school lessons. 
 
Oral histories from the island generally speak of Kosraeans fleeing into the jungle during the Japanese 
occupation and setting up temporary habitations, often using the foundations of archaeological sites 
and platforms.  The Christian cross and slate fragment at this complex in Menka suggest that this part 
of Menka was occupied during a more recent era and likely the Japanese occupation. 
 
Adjoining this complex is an elaborate, paved canal system that funneled water from the mountain side 
into the Menka River.  
 
IV.  Other 

1. Painted Cave mapped, with paint sampled.  Additional observations indicate modern graffiti 
has damaged image; environmental damage by water seepage from river. 

2. Oral histories collected on clan symbols, old name of Village and its association with Mt. 
Finkol, cross-island trail system that leads to village, and use of site by most powerful from 
each clan (powerful in terms of magic and medicine). 

3. GPS coordinates taken across site. 
 
Upon return to the field during the 2011 field season, the first task was to return to the Painted Cave to 
map its location through the GPS coordinate system, and further examine the state of the painting as 
well as the overall context of the cave itself.  The painting shows damage through the application of 
graffiti in several areas on the ceiling.  The graffiti is not paint, but the residues from one of the local 
saprolitic rocks selected to leave a red mark against the gray basalt roof of the rockshelter/cave.  As the 
ceiling painting is not visible to the naked eye, it is doubtful that the graffiti maker understood that a 
painting was present.  The cave is damp, with running water from the adjacent river passing over and 
through the boulders.  The dank and damp environment is exacerbated by the high heat and humidity 
on the island, creating a dynamic and active environment that is quickly degrading the paint as well as 
the surface of the boulders on which the painting was created.  Discussions with geochemists suggest 
that chemical information on the paint may not be possible; that the dynamic and degraded 
environment may have compromised the integrity of paint samples. 
 
The pigments used in the painting appear to be derived from coral (white) and hematite (yellow and 
red).  A portion of the painting appears to have been engraved into the rock surface with red clay 
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impressed into the engraved surface.  Above the painted cave is another rockshelter, also adjoining the 
river.  On its ceiling there is a carved figure; however, no paint was identified on this figure.  The 
riverbed by both rockshelters contains a small bathing pool.  
 
The collection of oral histories surrounding Menka and the activities within the site were continually 
collected throughout fieldwork.  Those have been integrated into the text above.  
 
Throughout the site and virtually every day in the field, multiple GPS coordinates were taken at each 
feature encountered.  As atmospheric pressure can affect the GPS readings, multiple readings were 
necessary in order to more accurately locate each feature within the landscape.  Features within the 
mapping complexes were included in the GPS coordinates, as well as features such as the stone money 
and the carving of a giant clam found on a mid-slope terrace just south of the base camp.  Additional 
GPS coordinates were taken for various sites and archaeological features within the Tofol drainage, 
just to the northeast of the Menka drainage.  The Tofol drainage reconnaissance occurred upon 
completion of the Menka mapping work and at the request of the field crew. 
 
 
Archaeological Catalog: GPS Points for Menka 2011, includes Tofol Reconnaissance   
Point Northing Easting Elevation (ft) Description Date 

1 5°18.668’ 163°02.055’ 80 Kosrae Village Resort  
2 5°18.128’ 162°58.759’ 186 Historic office 4 July 11 

Menka Area Mapping Project 
3 5°18.319’ 162°58.752’ 311 Three-room compound 4 July 11 
4 5°18.137’ 162°58.754’ 315 Base camp 5 July 11 
5 5°18.322’ 162°58.748’ 364 Platform 1, 3-room compound 5 July 11 
6 5°18.327’ 162°58.738’ 335 Platform 2, 3-room compound 5 July 11 
7 5°18.331’ 162°58.730’ 330 Raised pavement, temple area 5 July 11 
8 5°18.304’ 162°58.760’ 279 Temple platform 5 July 11 
9 5°18.136’ 162°58.758’ 126 Base camp 6 July 11 

10 5°18.603’ 162°58.621’ 333 Outside painted cave 6 July 11 
11 5°18.601’ 162°58.597’ 350 Inside painted cave 6 July 11 
12 5°18.598’ 162°58.620’ 368 Outside upper rock shelter 6 July 11 
13 5°18.129’ 162°58.760’ 259 Base camp 6 July 11 
14 5°18.130’ 162°58.755’ 269 Base camp 7 July 11 
15 5°18.304’ 162°58.774’ 386 Platform, 2-room compound 7 July 11 
16 5°18.300’ 162°58.766’ 387 Temple platform 7 July 11 
17 5°18.132’ 162°58.754’ 284 Base camp 7 July 11 
18 5°18.671’ 163°02.053’ 50 Kosrae Village Resort 8 July 11 
19 5°18.132’ 162°58.754’ 344 Base camp 11 July 11 
20 5°18.127’ 162°58.755’ 235 Base camp 12 July 11 
21 5°18.329’ 162°58.732’ 305 Raised pavement, temple area 12 July 11 
22 5°18.326’ 162°58.736’ 309 Platform 2, 3-room compound 12 July 11 
23 5°18.321’ 162°58.750’ 330 Platform 1, 3-room compound 12 July 11 
24 5°18.305’ 162°58.759’ 322 Temple platform 12 July 11 
25 5°18.305’ 162°58.759’ 321 Temple platform 12 July 11 
26 5°18.303’ 162°58.774’ 316 Platform, 2-room compound 12 July 11 
27 5°18.303’ 162°58.775’ 315 External platform, 2-room compnd 12 July 11 
28 5°18.128’ 162°58.758’ 320 Base camp 13 July 11 
29 5°18.331’ 162°58.734’ 299 Datum A, Temple 13 July 11 
30 5°18.318’ 162°58.734’ 298 Datum B, Temple 13 July 11 
31 5°18.128’ 162°58.753’ 297 Base camp 14 July 11 
32 5°18.312’ 162°58.751’ 295 Datum C, Temple 14 July 11 
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33 5°18.304’ 162°58.761’ 344 Datum D, Temple 14 July 11 
34 5°18.126’ 162°58.757’ 322 Base camp 18 July 11 
35 5°18.299’ 162°58.770’ 363 Datum D, Temple 18 July 11 
36 5°18.132’ 162°58.758’ 354 Base camp 19 July 11 
37 5°18.302’ 162°58.781’ 312 Datum E, Temple 19 July 11 
38 5°18.322’ 162°58.739’ 276 Datum F, Temple 19 July 11 
39 5°18.304’ 162°58.736’ 229 Datum G, Temple 19 July 11 
40 5°18.128’ 162°58.752’ 216 Base camp 20 July 11 
41 5°18.287’ 162°58.747’ 382 Datum H, Temple 20 July 11 
42 5°18.283’ 162°58.755’ 219 Datum I, Temple 20 July 11 
43 5°17.999’ 162°58.838’ 299 Giant basalt clam 21 July 11 
44 5°17.976’ 162°58.692’ 252 Intact platform, Third Area 21 July 11 
45 5°18.137’ 162°58.758’ 190 Base camp 25 July 11 
46 5°18.280’ 162°58.750’ 218 Datum I, Temple 25 July 11 
47 5°18.284’ 162°58.765’ 258 Datum J, Temple 25 July 11 
48 5°18.131’ 162°58.756’ 205 Base camp 26 July 11 
49 5°18.282’ 162°58.738’ 236 Datum K, Temple 26 July 11 
50 5°18.269’ 162°58.724’ 287 Datum L, Temple 26 July 11 
51 5°18.307’ 162°58.726’ 254 Datum M, Temple 26 July 11 
52 5°18.131’ 162°58.759’ 298 Base camp 27 July 11 
53 5°18.333’ 162°58.713’ 301 Datum N, Temple 27 July 11 
54 5°18.463’ 162°58.933’ 351 Manta ray by Ronnie/Salik, Fish 27 July 11 
55 5°18.462’ 162°58.934’ 346 Giant head, Fish compound 27 July 11 
56 5°18.427’ 162°58.898’ 314 Otwot, Fish compound 27 July 11 
57 5°18.443’ 162°58.901’ 385 Platform, Fish compound 27 July 11 
58 5°18.125’ 162°58.758’ 434 Base camp 28 July 11 
59 5°18.437’ 162°58.893’ 436 Datum A, Fish 28 July 11 
60 5°18.125’ 162°58.769’ 327 Base camp 1 Aug 11 
61 5°18.230’ 162°58.734’ 319 Super giant head 1 Aug 11 
62 5°18.431’ 162°58.910’ 486 Datum B, Fish 1 Aug 11 
63 5°18.441’ 162°58.919’ 514 Datum C, Fish 1 Aug 11 
64 5°18.460’ 162°58.938’ 391 Datum D, Fish 1 Aug 11 
65 5°17.962’ 162°58.692’ 202 Datum A, Third area 2 Aug 11 
66 5°17.975’ 162°58.684’ 220 Datum B, Third area 2 Aug 11 
67 5°17.986’ 162°58.687’ 259 Datum C, Third area 2 Aug 11 
68 5°18.126’ 162°58.751’ 294 Base camp 3 Aug 11 
69 5°18.001’ 162°58.834’ 323 Giant basalt clam 3 Aug 11 
70 5°18.082’ 162°58.788’ 180 Stone money 3 Aug 11 

Tofol Area, Finol Tokosra site 
71 5°19.189’  163°00.432’ 97 Manta ray 4 Aug 11 
72 5°19.190’ 163°00.429’ 97 Grave 4 Aug 11 
73 5°19.187’ 163°00.408’ 116 Grave 4 Aug 11 
74 5°19.188’ 163°00.407’ 119 Grave 4 Aug 11 
75 5°19.188’ 163°00.431’ 105 Bathing area, spring source 4 Aug 11 
76 5°19.188’ 163°00.431’ 109 Manta ray 4 Aug 11 
77 5°19.188’ 163°00.433’ 113 Stone with view of mountain // 

Sleeping Lady “breasts” 
4 Aug 11 

78 5°19.188’ 163°00.433’ 118 Bathing area, entry statue 4 Aug 11 
79 5°19.179’ 163°00.447’ 118 Sakau sitting stone 4 Aug 11 
80 5°19.209’ 163°00.442’ 141 Stone money 4 Aug 11 
81 5°19.203’ 163°00.447’ 151 Pounding stone, kitchen area 4 Aug 11 
82 5°19.179’ 163°00.420’ 161 Ronnie’s excavation area 4 Aug 11 
83 5°19.168’ 163°00.436’ 168 Anvil stone excavation area 4 Aug 11 

Tofol Reconnaissance, general area 
84 5°19.523’ 163°00.501’ 157 Historic office 8 Aug 11 
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85 5°19.013’ 163°00.267’ 284 Giant head 8 Aug 11 
86 5°18.953’ 163°00.268’ 337 Stone alignment 8 Aug 11 
87 5°18.919’ 163°00.280’ 358 Compound  8 Aug 11 
88 5°18.866’ 163°00.277’ 399 Compound  8 Aug 11 
89 5°18.861’ 163°00.254’ 417 Table feature 8 Aug 11 
90 5°18.851’ 163°00.236’ 437 Manta ray statue 8 Aug 11 
91 5°18.851’ 163°00.236’ 435 Manta ray statue 8 Aug 11 
92 5°18.833’ 163°00.224’ 452 Statue? 8 Aug 11 
93 5°18.837’ 163°00.212’ 481 Compound and mounded platfrm 8 Aug 11 
94 5°18.853’ 163°00.177’ 463 Worked boulder 8 Aug 11 
95 5°18.865’ 163°00.176’ 384 Statue? 8 Aug 11 
96 5°18.918’ 163°00.177’ 368 Stone wall 8 Aug 11 
97 5°18.990’ 163°00.190’ 315 Small figurine, by river (collected) 8 Aug 11 
98 5°19.023’ 163°00.221’ 283 Worked boulders, by river 8 Aug 11 
99 5°19.025’ 163°00.218’ 278 River confluence 8 Aug 11 

100 5°19.033’ 163°00.245’ 262 River confluence 8 Aug 11 
101 5°19.371’ 163°00.300’ 152 Compound and pavement 9 Aug 11 
102 5°19.294’ 163°00.145’ 254 Pavement and alignment, by river 9 Aug 11 
103 5°19.270’ 163°00.115’ 275 Pavement, by river 9 Aug 11 
104 5°19.258’ 163°00.059’ 343 Pavement and alignment, by river 9 Aug 11 
105 5°19.256’ 163°00.047’ 352 Pavement and alignment 9 Aug 11 
106 5°19.250’ 163°00.036’ 367 Pavement and alignment 9 Aug 11 
107 5°19.237’ 163°00.006’ 424 Pavement and alignment 9 Aug 11 
108 5°19.200’ 162°59.976’ 504 Concrete survey marker, ridgetop 9 Aug 11 
109 5°19.127’ 163°00.035’ 559 Pavement and alignment 9 Aug 11 
110 5°19.156’ 163°00.085’ 454 Pavement and alignment 9 Aug 11 
111 5°19.275’ 163°00.163’ 233 Giant carved boulder, on river 9 Aug 11 
112 5°19.275’ 163°00.163’ 223 Pavement, by river 9 Aug 11 
113 5°19.393’ 163°00.326’ 171 Pavement, by river 9 Aug 11 

Tofol Reconnaissance, ridge behind courthouse 
114 5°19.345’ 163°00.360’ 138 Courthouse 10 Aug 11 
115 5°19.314’ 163°00.341’ 148 Site 10 Aug 11 
116 5°19.299’ 163°00.348’ 165 Statue 10 Aug 11 
117 5°19.289’ 163°00.356’ 197 Site and statue 10 Aug 11 
118 5°19.291’ 163°00.369’ 212 Site 10 Aug 11 
119 5°19.259’ 163°00.367’ 228 Site 10 Aug 11 
120 5°19.257’ 163°00.359’ 210 Site 10 Aug 11 
121 5°19.257’ 163°00.357’ 209 Site 10 Aug 11 
122 5°19.249’ 163°00.356’ 209 Site 10 Aug 11 
123 5°19.192’ 163°00.315’ 248 Site 10 Aug 11 
124 5°19.187’ 163°00.313’ 249 Compound, Japanese bottle 10 Aug 11 
125 5°19.189’ 163°00.319’ 248 Manta ray statue 10 Aug 11 
126 5°19.189’ 163°00.319’ 248 Manta ray statue 10 Aug 11 
127 5°19.190’ 163°00.320’ 249 Manta ray statue 10 Aug 11 
128 5°19.176’ 163°00.313’ 265 10 Aug 11 
129 5°19.172’ 163°00.321’ 261 10 Aug 11 
130 5°19.166’ 163°00.316’ 250 10 Aug 11 
131 5°19.164’ 163°00.312’ 257 10 Aug 11 
132 5°19.159’ 163°00.314’ 256 10 Aug 11 
133 5°19.160’ 163°00.316’ 257 10 Aug 11 
134 5°19.170’ 163°00.324’ 251 10 Aug 11 
135 5°19.165’ 163°00.333’ 240 10 Aug 11 
136 5°19.166’ 163°00.336’ 243 

Site, just above the dam  
Located in hanging valley 

10 Aug 11 
137 5°19.167’ 163°00.340’ 245 Statue face with clay added 10 Aug 11 
138 5°19.510’ 163°00.510’ 70 Historic office 10 Aug 11 
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Next Steps. 
The next stage of the Menka project is to excavate test units within the two temple complexes.  A 
target during excavation will be recovery of intact, datable samples of organic materials to test the 
hypothesis that one temple is older than the other.  Additional information targeted by the excavations 
will be site depth and overall timing of site occupation.  Building sequences may be recovered, along 
with materials associated with establishment of the stone figures within the site.  Excavation is planned 
for January 2013. 
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FIGURES 
 
1. Map of Western Pacific, showing Kosrae and location of Menke 
2. Menka, Kosrae, outline of site area 
3. USGS Map of Kosrae, showing locations of temples, cave and other features 
4. Menka, Kosrae, screen shot of Google Earth map with GPS points indicated 
5. Menka, Kosrae, map of Upper Temple complex  
6. Menka, Kosrae, map of Lower Temple complex 
7. Menka, Kosrae, map of Residential compounds, third mapping area for project 
8. Menka, Kosrae, staking out mapping points in third mapping complex 
9. Menka, Kosrae, Joseph at the instrument, ready to take compass readings 
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Figure 1. Map of Western Pacific, showing Kosrae and location of Menke 
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Figure 2. Menka, Kosrae, outline of site area
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Figure 3. USGS Map of Kosrae, showing locations of temples, cave and other features 
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Figure 4. Menka, Kosrae, screen shot of Google Earth map with GPS points indicated 
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Figure 5. Menka, Kosrae, map of Upper Temple complex 
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Figure 6. Menka, Kosrae, map of Lower Temple complex 
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Figure 7. Menka, Kosrae, map of Residential compounds, third mapping area for project
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Figure 8. Menka, Kosrae, staking out mapping points in third mapping complex 
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Figure 9. Menka, Kosrae, Joseph at the instrument, ready to take compass readings 
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Figure 10. Menka, Kosrae, taking GPS readings 
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Figure 11. Lower Temple platform (a bit eroded).  Altar is visible in the center of the upper level 
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Figure 12. Altar at Lower Temple Complex 
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Figure 13. Menka, Kosrae, Yapese corner on base platform at Lower Temple complex 
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Figure 14. Menka, Kosrae, Sru sitting on the chair at canoe landing, Lower Temple complex 
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Figure 15. Menka, Kosrae, retaining wall long river, opposite canoe landing at Lower Temple complex 
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Figure 16. Menka, Kosrae, altar at Upper Temple complex 
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Figure 17. Menka, Kosrae, intact platform in Third Mapping area 
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Figure 18. Menka, Kosrae, disk medallion in compound wall, Third Mapping area, shallow cross 
engraved onto surface of disk
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Figure 19. Colossal Head carved in bedrock at Lower Temple complex (3 m wide) 
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Figure 20. Large head carved on free-standing boulder at Upper Temple complex (2 m tall, photo 
courtesy of Joe Travis) 
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Figure 21. Rat Clan statue and Turtle Clan statue (with fragments of red paint still visible) at Lower 
Temple 
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Figure 22. Manta Ray statue at Upper Temple and Inut built into Lower Temple wall 
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Figure 23. Unidentified fish and Box Fish (Ot Wot) at Upper Temple Complex 
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Figure 24. Painted Eyes in stone statue at Lower Temple and Giant Clam carving from bedrock (2 m 
long) south of the Lower Temple complex 
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Figure 25. Menka, Kosrae, small figurine at Upper Temple complex
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Figure 26. Two pieces of stone money:  at Menka and at Finol Tokosra (still under production) in 
Tofol 
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Figure 27. Carved figure in upper cave; graffiti in painted cave 


